
USS Delphyne 9909.06

Nicke_:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

Es`Shere:
::hears terrible screams and holds her hands over her ears closing her eyes::

CMO_Matt:
::stands on the bridge, arms folded, staring at the viewer deep in thought::

Eng_Mac:
::leaving ME::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical::

XO_Wall:
::fighting helms control on the Rio Coco::

CO_Grant:
:: on the bridge::

Eng_Mac:
::enters TL::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Typing frantically into TAC console on Rio Coco::

LtJg_Cray:
::At cargo bay 2 looking the probe over::

OPS_Lynam:
::Works the controls::

TO_Hawkes:
::Scans of anomaly::

CO_Grant:
TAC: Have you read that treatise I gave you on the tractor beams and asteroids

CO_Grant:
?

Es`Shere:
::opens her eyes:: OPS: Lynam I hear horrific screaming

MO_Lea:
::sitting at science on the Rio Coco::

CEOLefler:
Lynam: YOU have a plan right?

Eng_Mac:
TL: Shuttle Bay 1

TO_Hawkes:
@::Downloads  all current scans into tricorder::

CMO_Matt:
::prays that they can regain contact with the runabouts::

Nicke_:
ACTION: the shuttles continue being pulled into the opening ,and communication is still off

OPS_Lynam:
::Goes to full impulse on a perpendicular course::

CEOLefler:
Lynam: Tell me you have a plan. I promise I'll never hide your sword again

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Yes sir, Captain.  I have finished making the necessary programming of the targeting mechanisms.

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: I always have a plan, now get ready on those transporters!

TO_Hawkes:
@::Sets tricorder to COM: POOL mode, and beams it out behind Rio Coco as Communications relay buoy.::

LtJg_Cray:
::Scanning the probe and punching buttons away::

MO_Lea:
~..Psion?..~

CMO_Matt:
::turns and walks back to the counselor's chair, easing slowly down and turning to the console at his side::

CO_Grant:
TAC: Reprogram the tractor beam to clear a path to the runabouts

Es`Shere:
::speakes up:: OPS: I hear them.. ::pulls at his arm looking out hte window:: I hear them screaming.. get us out of here..

XO_Wall:
TO: what will the maximum range of the transporters takes us if we were to beam out of here, since we have this suits on anyway?

CEOLefler:
OPS: The transporters are ready. But I don't think I want to face this thing in a workbee do you?

Eng_Mac:
::exits TL and heads to the Europa and boards her:: Computer run diagnostics level 3

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye sir.

CTO_Psion:
::Makes necessary adjustments::

Eng_Mac:
<Computer> running diagnostics

Nicke_:
ACTION: the screams grow louder as they get pulled in

CO_Grant:
CMO: Could the runabout crews be unconcious is that why they aren't hailing us?

MO_Lea:
::Gives up, looks at the readings again::

CMO_Matt:
::checks the status at sickbay. seeing everything under control, he turns his attention back to the vewer and the rest of the bridge::

Eng_Mac:
::exits the Europa and heads to the TL, enters::

CTO_Psion:
::Concentrating as well::

Es`Shere:
::sits down her hand to her head and trys to make the sounds go away.. they just get louder.. she cries out as if in pain::

OPS_Lynam:
Es"Shere: Counselor run that scan, find out if we're caught in a tractor beam.

CTO_Psion:
::Sensing something...::

CMO_Matt:
::turns to Captain:: CO: I doubt it, since no communication link whatsoever can be sustained.  But I suppose it is a possibility.

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: 40,000 KM sir

TO_Hawkes:
@::Sets comm to secure channel::

CTO_Psion:
*Eng*  We need maximum power to the tractor beam and deflector dish.

XO_Wall:
@ALL: cant hold the helm much longer

Eng_Mac:
TL: bridge

Es`Shere:
@::she tries to stand:: OPS Yes.. but they are horrible.. pain I hear pain

XO_Wall:
@TO: is that outside the range of the pull of this thing or whatever it is?

CTO_Psion:
~~Es'Shere~~

TO_Hawkes:
@COM:Del: ::Via tricorder::  DEL:  Mayday! Mayday! can you read us?

Eng_Mac:
*CTO* aye, soon as I get to the bridge

CO_Grant:
DUTYOPS: Any signals from the runabouts?

MO_Lea:
@XO: Sir, If we vented an amount of plasma, then ignited it with our phasers, could the blast possibly knock of clear of the void?

CO_Grant:
*DUTYSCIOFFICER*: Mr.Sadoki to the bridge please

CEOLefler:
@OPS: I need something to drill with he says. I ofcourse volunteer. Have we drilled for anything. No! Are we getting sucked into a giant drain pipe in space? Yes!

TO_Hawkes:
@COM:DEL: If you can read us, please respond.

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: How about it chief, can we bail onto the bees and get out of here or not?

CTO_Psion:
::Registering a faint signal::

Es`Shere:
@::sitting down she puts her head down and breathes deep.. the screams are geting louder::

Nicke_:
ACTION: THE RIO COCO IS PULLED INTO THE HOLE

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I am registering a faint signal.  Attempting to decode it.

CO_Grant:
<dutyops> CO: I am getting something but it could be just noise

Eng_Mac:
::exits TL and assumes position at ENG station and diverts maximum power to the tractor beam and deflector dish

OPS_Lynam:
(DutyOPS) CO: Just faint static sir

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: Could we set our probe to emits a high feq. Wide-spectrum burst to blind/confuse phenomenon?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I recommend flight into the asteriod field for better communications.

CEOLefler:
OPS: Sorry boss. I can't get a lock through these gravity swells

XO_Wall:
@ALL: ah!! lost control we being pulled in!!!

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: A little ECM.

Nicke_:
ACTION: THE HOLE SUDDENLY CLOSES!!!!!!!

OPS_Lynam:
@ALL: Alright then, if we're going we're going.  ::Full impulse into the hole::


Es`Shere:
@::her head is about to explode.. she can barely see the two men. almost as if they were in a fog::

CEOLefler:
@OPS: Umm boss. I appreciate your great attitude about this. But it's gone

TO_Hawkes:
@Self: !@#@$!!@!!!

Nicke_:
ACTION: THE RIO COCO FINDS ITSELF SURROUND IN A FOG.. ITS SENSORS PICK UP THE PROBE

OPS_Lynam:
@::swings the Platte around and heads back to the Del::

CEOLefler:
@COMM:DEL: (Through workbees so there is a 5 second delay) We encountered some unidentified hole in space. The Rio Coco was sucked in. The anomaly has closed.

TO_Hawkes:
@:Scans inside of black hole::

CO_Grant:
TAC: What was that on the screen ? can you pick up anything from our runabouts?

OPS_Lynam:
@All: Man, that thing has an ironic sense of humor.  :;Nervous laugh::

Es`Shere:
@tears are running down her face as she can still hear the echo of them.. who were they and how did they die?::

XO_Wall:
@ALL: we alright?

Eng_Mac:
CTO:  the tractor beam and deflector dish are at maximum power

MO_Lea:
@:: looks up and around. Checks the science readings:: XO: We are picking up signals from the probe

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: Physically ok. Scanning .

MO_Lea:
@XO: Fine, I think.

CO_Grant:
::Wonders where that Sci officer is::

CMO_Matt:
::looks around the bridge, expecting to make some sense of the situation::

CTO_Psion:
Eng:  Thank you.  Captain we can engage you plan for clearing a path.

XO_Wall:
@All: the probe?

Es`Shere:
@:she sits there her eyes closed her hands trembling::

CO_Grant:
TAC: yes go ahead

OPS_Lynam:
(Hansen) CO: Sir, I have a signal from Platte.  The Rio Coco has...been sucked into a black hole of some sort.

CO_Grant:
dutyops: did you get any signals from the runabouts?

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Also recieving a message from Mr. Lefler.  It is a distress signal.

MO_Lea:
@::tries to sense the space around::

CO_Grant:
<dutyops>: aye sir from the Platte they are ok but the Rio COCO is vanished

CEOLefler:
@COMM:DEL: (Through workbees so there is a 5 second delay) I repeat! We have encountered some unidentified hole in space. The Rio Coco was sucked in. The anomaly has closed.

CMO_Matt:
::fist to his mouth, his brow furrowed, he stares at the viewer waiting for a visual confirmation::

OPS_Lynam:
@Es'Shere: ::Touches her arm:: Are you alright?  Do you still hear them?

TO_Hawkes:
@::Checks Rio Coco for damage::

CO_Grant:
COMM:PLatte: Send us your data for analysis we are coming to get you

Nicke_:
ACTION: THE ANOMOLY SLOWLY OPENS ONCE AGAIN, PULLING THE PLATTE IN

Es`Shere:
@:;moves her arm away from his touch::OPS: No they are gone..  I am fine.. ::turns away::

XO_Wall:
@::checks helms controls seem to be offline::

CTO_Psion:
<Pilot>  ::Delphyne moves into the asteroid field::

CMO_Matt:
::pounds fist slowly on the arm rest::

CEOLefler:
@COMM:DEL: Aye ay............Hold on. The anamoly has reopened. Requesting immediate assistance.........(5 sec delay)

Nicke_:
ACTION: THE RIO COCOS SENSORS BEGIN PICKING UP READINGS

Es`Shere:
@An almost migrane of a headache comes upon her.. ::

MO_Lea:
@:: checks the Rio Coco's sensors::

XO_Wall:
@All: we have no helm control?

OPS_Lynam:
@All: Oh man here we go again.

CO_Grant:
TAC: how is moving the asteroids going ? do we have a big enough space to enter?

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Pciking up readings....analysing.

CMO_Matt:
::looks to the Captain and back to the view screen as the Delphyne makes its way through the asteroid field::

XO_Wall:
@TO: try to determine were we are at at what we are in?

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Can we go to warp chief?

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Aye sir.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  We have successfully clears the immediate vicinity and are progressing at 1/10th impulse.

Nicke_:
ACTION: this time the hole begins spinning like a vortex 

CEOLefler:
@OPS: With these asteroids all around. We would never achieve a coherent warp field

Nicke_:
ACTION : the rio coco is in clear space

CO_Grant:
TAC: SEE if you can grab the platte and reel them in but keep us out of danger

MO_Lea:
@::wonders if she could still communicate with Psion::

XO_Wall:
@MO: anything you can sense?

TO_Hawkes:
@::Tries to get location fix::

MO_Lea:
@XO: We are clear of the void

Es`Shere:
::has control over the sounds:: OPS: Where are we now.. ::slightly confused but getting her bearings::

CO_Grant:
SCI: scan for our people

CMO_Matt:
::stares down at the console in mute horror::

OPS_Lynam:
@All: Barring any other ideas, I think we'll have to enter this on our terms.  The vortex could tear us apart.

XO_Wall:
@Self: what the?......

CTO_Psion:
Eng:  Can we extend the range of the tractor beam?

MO_Lea:
@XO: Nothing is exactly screaming at me, but I'll see if I can pick anything up.

Ens_Sadok:
::scans for life signs::

OPS_Lynam:
@Es'Shere: Well, looks like square one to me.

Nicke_:
ACTION: the RIO COCO is cut off from the others

CEOLefler:
@PlatteCrew: Where is the Del? Is it tea time and I just forgot or what?

Eng_Mac:
CTO: yes gimme a sec


CMO_Matt:
::wishes he were aloud to do something::

CMO_Matt:
CO: Sir, is there -anything- that I can do?

CTO_Psion:
::Scanning the Platte::

MO_Lea:
::attempts to get their exact co-ordinates:

Es`Shere:
@::frowning as she looks at the display in front of her::

XO_Wall:
@Self: ok I have had quite enough of the Securus System ::becomes frustrated::

CO_Grant:
CMO: Talk to our runabout crews find out what their condition is , are they hurt ? Is lifesupport ok?

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:We aren't picking up and SF locater beacons!

OPS_Lynam:
@::Trys to position the Platte to surf the edge of the vortex::

Eng_Mac:
*Engineering* send a work team to work on the tractor beam to extend it's range

Eng_Mac:
<eng> aye

XO_Wall:
@TO: what! ::checks his nav sensors::

CMO_Matt:
::nods to the Captain, and turns to the console, punching at the pad::

MO_Lea:
@XO: We are approx 3000 Lightyears from our original position  ::in wonder::

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Lefler:  Do you have any further information on the phenomenon?

CEOLefler:
@OPS: I have the Del on sensors. Maybe we don't need to dive into the hole after all

CO_Grant:
COMM: Platte: return to the Delphyne ASAP

Eng_Mac:
*EO* done

CMO_Matt:
COM: PLATTE: Runabout, what is your status?

Eng_Mac:
CTO: the range is extended

OPS_Lynam:
@::Full reverse::

Es`Shere:
@::looks at Lefler and then OPS::

CEOLefler:
@COMM: Psion: Ummmmm. Its sucking us into our possible graves! Hows that for info?

TO_Hawkes:
@::Tactical scans of local space::

CTO_Psion:
Eng:  Thank you.

XO_Wall:
@ALL: hows that possible if were not picking up any markers

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: I don't think its up to us chief, but I'll try to hold us here.

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Lefler:  That information is insufficient.

XO_Wall:
@MO: how are you determining that distance?

CMO_Matt:
@COMM: PLATTE: Doctor, what is your medical status?

CTO_Psion:
::Locking onto the Platte.::

CO_Grant:
Dutyfco: are we close enough to tractor the platte home?

Es`Shere:
@::tries scanning the surrounding area::

MO_Lea:
@XO: I used the stellar chart. I compared star postions

CTO_Psion:
::Delphyne approaches closer::

Eng_Mac:
*Engineering* how far?

OPS_Lynam:
@Es'Shere: Counselor, handle the communications, Mr. Lefler has too much to do.

Ens_Sadok:
::still scanning for life signs::

CEOLefler:
@COMM: Psion: We are sufferng from gravimetric stresses. We are unable to gain distance from the anomaly. Require assitance to escape or some sort of emergency beam out. PLatte out!!!

CMO_Matt:
::leaning forward in chair, awaits an answer::

Es`Shere:
@::nods:: COM Delph: All is well      out

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Activating the tractor beam.

XO_Wall:
@MO: do you sense a life form at work here?

MO_Lea:
@XO: We still have the probe with us

CO_Grant:
TAC: As soon as we are close enough reel in the platte then back us out of the asteroid field. We must then search for the rio coco

Es`Shere:
@:;rolls here eyes at that one.. ::

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Send the work bees in, maybe it will be happy with that.

TO_Hawkes:
@:ALL: Well, it looks like our probe came along for the ride.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Tractor beam has been activated sir.

CEOLefler:
@OPS: Aye aye boss

CTO_Psion:
::Beam shoots out from the Delphyne::

CEOLefler:
::Orders Workbees to dive into the hole one by one::

XO_Wall:
@All: well lets get that probe active see what info it picks up...

CO_Grant:
COMM: PLatte: good to hear your voice Counselor, we are bringing you home

MO_Lea:
@::tries to pick up any feelings from the void::

Eng_Mac:
*EO* an exter 20000km

CMO_Matt:
::closes comm link from his console, and leans back in the chair::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Tractor beam is stable.

Eng_Mac:
CTO: you have an extra 20000km reach

CO_Grant:
dutyfco: full stop

Es`Shere:
@COM Delph: Thank you sir ::voice is shacky::

TO_Hawkes:
@ALL:At least the Rio ins't damaged.

CO_Grant:
Tac: continue with the tractor beam

CMO_Matt:
CO: I'm going to meet them at the shuttlebay. ::stands::

CO_Grant:
CMO: acknowledged

CTO_Psion:
CO:  The Platte is being drawn in.

CEOLefler:
@OPS: Are we safe yet?

CO_Grant:
TAC: acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
::turns and leaves the bridge, entering the turbolift::

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: Hey, Im driving aren't I?  Safe as in your mother's arms.

CMO_Matt:
Computer: Deck 11.

CO_Grant:
::still wonders where that new sci officer is and wonders about what to do with him::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the vicinity for the Rio Coco::

XO_Wall:
@TO: except the helm controls they are offline but why, if no damage has beendetected?

Es`Shere:
@::smiles at OPS::  OPS: I am sorry. what can I do.. is still in a confused state.. ::

CMO_Matt:
::puts his hand to his head:: Computer: Belay that.  Deck 7.

CEOLefler:
@OPS: Did I ever tell yo my mom used to drop me on my head.....ALot

TO_Hawkes:
MO: Does that map of yours show you where the nearest friendly harbor is?

CTO_Psion:
CO: No sign of the Rio Coco.

TO_Hawkes:
@@@

CMO_Matt:
::exits on Deck 7 and hurries to sickbay::

Ens_Sadok:
::enters bridge:: Reporting as ordered

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Well, lets run a diagnostic on them.

CMO_Matt:
::grabs a medkit, and races back to the turbolift, continuing his descent to Deck 11::

Ens_Sadok:
CO: Reporting as ordered

CO_Grant:
TAC: I understand platte but no rio coco

MO_Lea:
@TO: No, I was only able to match up one star. I just know we are a long way from home. My home, anyway.

OPS_Lynam:
@CEO: So will I chief, make sure we don't get torn apart in this tug of war.

CMO_Matt:
::waits outside the door to the shuttlebay for the runabout to land::

Nicke_:
ACTION: the vortex begins to decrease in size

XO_Wall:
TO: no you work on continuing scans using the probe, I will look into the helm controls

CEOLefler:
@OPS: She'll hold. I'm here aren't I?

OPS_Lynam:
@Es"Shere: You're doing fine, scan through the vortex if you please.

CO_Grant:
Sadoki: man the science station 1, and begin searching for the runabout Rio COCO and study the data fromthe hole that ate it.

Es`Shere:
@::sits down and becomes quiet. statrs to go over everyhting the runabout has inits history..  how did htey get out the first time and how can they repeat the procedure::

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Right ::continues scans::

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Captain, how close is the Platte now?

Ens_Sadok:
CO: Aye sir

CTO_Psion:
::As the Platte draws nearer Psion locks onto the 3 crew::

XO_Wall:
@::climbs down to the floor, open panel to check on helm systems::

CO_Grant:
:;sees the platte come close the ship::

Es`Shere:
@::scans still are beig run as she looks over the information it is spitting out::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I have a signal lock on the away team if the need arises.

CO_Grant:
*CMO*: just a few minutes away now

Ens_Sadok:
::scans for Rio and collects data on hole

CO_Grant:
cto; acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Right. ::turns back to the shuttlebay doors.

CO_Grant:
COMM:platte: If you can do it , land in the shuttle bay

XO_Wall:
@::everything checks out down here, closes panel::

Eng_Mac:
*Engineering* send a work crew to assess damages on the Platte

MO_Lea:
@XO: I haven't sensed any type of lifeform

CEOLefler:
@COMM:DEL: This is the Platte. I'd like to make a reservation for your finest suite, and if you could have a bottle of your finest bubbly on ice that would be swell. And oh yes. I'd like to press charges. That giant hole owes me three workbees and a runabout......and oh ya I think some people were lost too

XO_Wall:
@::gets up and sits back down at helm controls::

Eng_Mac:
*ENG* aye sir

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:That's really, really odd!

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Do we have manual overide?

XO_Wall:
@ALL; do we pick up anything, boy this is getting frustrating

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Shall we remain at the current coordinates or venture forth?

XO_Wall:
@::runs diagnostics on panel::

OPS_Lynam:
@::Prepares to land::

Es`Shere:
@::excitemnt in her voice::  OPS There is a class L Planet..  ::gives percise point on scan to him::

MO_Lea:
@::remotely watches TO read the Probe information::

CO_Grant:
cto: we stay until we have reviewed the sensor data

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: Negative so far, just a bunch of stars I've never seen before!

XO_Wall:
TO: yeah but the entire panel is offline?

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Can you reroute? We've got like 3 extra panels on this thing.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Acknowledged.

OPS_Lynam:
@::Brings the Platte into the bay and sets it down.  Begins powering down::

Es`Shere:
@OPS: I suggest we land this honey and re-group..

Ens_Sadok:
:: scans for Rio and collects data on the hole::

CMO_Matt:
Self: Finally.

CMO_Matt:
::opens up the shuttlebay and hurries in::

Eng_Mac:
Computer status of the repairs to Europa?

CO_Grant:
*CMO*: check out the crew then send them to the bridge to brief us here asap!

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Aye, sir.

XO_Wall:
@::attempts to reroute helm controls to another panel::

Eng_Mac:
<Computer> at 95%

OPS_Lynam:
All: Get to the bridge with the sensor data, I'll follow in a second.

CMO_Matt:
::hurries up to the runabout and waits as the door slides open::

CO_Grant:
*ENG*: check out the Platte, send data to the sci station one to helpin search for the rio coco

Eng_Mac:
CO: the Europa will be up and running in 20 minutes if needed

Es`Shere:
::moves out of the runabout quickly bustling past OPS and CEO::

TO_Hawkes:
@Computer: Start pogram; analyse scans of local space, cross-reference with known stars. Looks for familiar patterns and build map.

CMO_Matt:
ALL: Wo, I've got to check you all out first.

CO_Grant:
*ENG_MAC*: acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
CEO, Es"Shere: Good work you two.

Es`Shere:
::runs past the CMO as well::

CEOLefler:
OPS: That was fun! Can we do it again?!

CMO_Matt:
Self: Great.

CTO_Psion:
::Wonders what could have caused the anomaly::

CO_Grant:
dutyops: look for signals from the rio coco, on long range comm channels as wellas close ones

CMO_Matt:
::pulls out tricorder and scans the remaining members of the Platte::

Eng_Mac:
CO: on my to the shuttle bay to meet up with the work crew already there

Es`Shere:
::heads for the bridge, entering the TL :; TL: Bridge

CO_Grant:
sciofficer_sad: Scan for the rio coco on long range sensors

Eng_Mac:
::leaves ENG 1 and enters the TL::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Exits the Platte and pats it on the nose.  Begins walking toward the exit and the CMO::

Ens_Sadok:
CO: Aye, sir

MO_Lea:
::mutters to herself as she trys to extrapilate their exact coordinates:: Self: Figures. I had to go and get myself lost three years trip away from home on my first mission.

Ens_Sadok:
::scans on long range scanners for rio::

CMO_Matt:
::after a few brief moments of scanning:: CEO, OPS: I'll need you and Es'Shere to visit sickbay later, but for now, get to the bridge.


Eng_Mac:
TL: shuttle bay 1 *Work Crew* on my way to meet you

OPS_Lynam:
(Hansen) CO: Aye sir.  ::Begins scanning, a bit pale at these developments::

Es`Shere:
::steps out onto the bridge.. head moves as she looks for the Captain.. she sees him and goes to him standing there waiting for him to notice her::

Eng_Mac:
*EO* aye air

CO_Grant:
TAC: you may secure the tractor beam unless we need it to leave this space with its help

CEOLefler:
CMO: Thank you doctor. ow if I can get this suit off I'll be on my way

OPS_Lynam:
CMO: Sure thing doctor.  ::Strips off enviro suit and heads for the bridge::

CO_Grant:
Counselor: your report?

MO_Lea:
@::checks sensors for any inhabitable planets::

CMO_Matt:
::nods, and continues a scan on the runabout::

Es`Shere:
CO: Yes. sir.. ::pauses::

Eng_Mac:
::exits TL and heads to the Platte::

Es`Shere:
CO: I am sure OPS and CEO will fill you in on all of the tech things.. I thought you would want to know.. .. what I heard

XO_Wall:
@::thinks he has a panel working for helm, move to the panel to the left behind him::

CO_Grant:
Counselor: Heard?

Eng_Mac:
Work Crew: what damages are there?

CTO_Psion:
::Maintains scans::

OPS_Lynam:
::Rides the lift to the bridge, notices his hands are shaking::

Ens_Sadok:
CO: Long range sensor are not picking up the Rio, Sir

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Well, this is considered an Starship, you want we should call you Captain for the time being?

CMO_Matt:
::finishes biological scan on the bridge of the runabout, and turns to head back to the bridge::

MO_Lea:
::feels slightly...lost, with all the silence::

CEOLefler:
OPS: I don't suppose we are planning to do that again any time soon?

MO_Lea:
<@>

CO_Grant:
Sadoki: Acknowledged , keep trying

Es`Shere:
CO: Heard sir.. I know it is odd... I think so as well.. I am not a telepath you know.. but i heard voices.. screams...as we were entering the void

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: Chief you can spend your vacation anywhere you want.

CMO_Matt:
::enters the turbolift:: Computer: Bridge.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Mumbles to seld:: I hear once about that Kirk guy getting sent ot a mirror universe. ::looks outside.::

XO_Wall:
@TO: no that would not be necassary just call me Commander

Es`Shere:
CO: In my head.. not my ears.. ::steps back as he manages the bridge while listening to her.. :: CO:: Screams of terror

CEOLefler:
OPS: At this point I would settle for the mess hall as my favorite choice ofr vacation spots.

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:Right...Commander.

CO_Grant:
counselor: screams, how odd I wonder if the hole had an effect on the lifeforces of its victoms err passengers

OPS_Lynam:
:;Arrives at the bridge::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for temporal anomalies::

CO_Grant:
Mr.Lynam: Glad to see you again , I would like to hear your report

Es`Shere:
CO: I did not feel that any of the screams ever came out. htey are gone. all of them.. from our world..  ::steps back again.. shivers::

OPS_Lynam:
::Relieves Hansen who, in turn, looks relieved::

Eng_Mac:
*CO* there appears to be nothing wrong with the Platte

Ens_Sadok:
::continues to scan for Rio and collects info on the hole::

CEOLefler:
::follows Lynam onto bridge and walks up to Engineering panel::

XO_Wall:
@TO: perhaps can we recreate the way the void brung us here? do we have any data on that?

CO_Grant:
*ENG_MAC*: acknowledged

Es`Shere:
CO: May I be exscused.. I will be in my office if you need me..  I have nothing more to report

CMO_Matt:
::as he ascends to the bridge, he feels a hollow emptiness at the loss of the crew of the other runabout::

CO_Grant:
Counselor: of coursce Ms Es'shere

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We don't know much sir.  The anomaly seems to open randomly, and it's configuation changed as well.

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: One moment, let me go over the sensor logs.

MO_Lea:
@XO: Sir, there is a solar system nearby with two Class K planets

Eng_Mac:
*SCI* there's nothing on the Platte you can use

Es`Shere:
::backs away. looking at the vacant spot where the executive officer sits::

CMO_Matt:
::enters the bridge, finds Es'Shere lost in some vacant thought::

CO_Grant:
OPS_lynam: I am sure more will be learned from the data onboard the runabout

CEOLefler:
*EOMac*: Mac. Get the Platte refuled etc an ready to go. Just in case we need to go back out. I also want you to get the Europa ready for sace ahead of schedule. Don't worry with making sure the cherries from the replicator taste right just get he space worthy.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: The Counselor picked up a planet on the other side of the hole, the sensor data should fill in some details.

Ens_Sadok:
*ENG* Acknowldge

Es`Shere:
:;moves to the TL and off to her private office ::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: I need to run a medical scan, you hurried past me in the shuttlebay.

XO_Wall:
@MO: good!

Es`Shere:
CMO: Oh of course.. :;looks at the CMO::

XO_Wall:
::helms control go back online on other panel::

CMO_Matt:
::pulls out the medical tricorder, and starts a scan::

CO_Grant:
ops: a planet on the scanners, hmmm send the data to sci station for search of a match

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: How are you feeling?

Nicke_:
ACTION: Rio Coco closes on the local planetoid

CO_Grant:
SCI_SADOKI: find a match with that planet!

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Nothing we tried could break us loose, I reccomend we keep the Del well away from this area until we figure out a course of action.

Es`Shere:
CMO: Fine.. are we going to have you scan me here or should we go to medical? ::tilts her head::

XO_Wall:
@MO: whats the coordinates of those planets?

Ens_Sadok:
CO: Aye sir

TO_Hawkes:
@::Tactical scan of planet's surface::

CMO_Matt:
::looks at her with a slight bit of confusion:: CNS: Medical is fine, the two others can catch up later.

Eng_Mac:
Computer: run a scan on the Platte and check for anything unusal, no matter how small or mynute

CMO_Matt:
::picks up medkit and walks in the turbolift::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  ::Patches the scanner logs from the Platte into the SCI station.::

Eng_Mac:
<Computer> acknowledged

CO_Grant:
OPS: that would certainly be prudent

XO_Wall:
@::adjust course heading toward the planets::

MO_Lea:
@XO: Bearing 483 mark 2

Es`Shere:
CMO: You are confused I can see it in your eyes. I just do not think being scanned in front of people is all that fun.. ::smiles:: they may find out things I do not want them to know..

CO_Grant:
Dutyfco : back us out of the asteroid field to our original location outside the asteroid field

CO_Grant:
OPS: what did you do with the probes and worker bees?

CMO_Matt:
::smiles, and waits for her to enter the turbolift:: Computer: Deck 7.

OPS_Lynam:
::Cringes::

MO_Lea:
@TO: Is there any life on that planet?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: They were lost sir.

Es`Shere:
::enters TL::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Sorry, I just wanted it to be as painless as possible; but as you've reported, if a trip to medical would make you feel better...

CEOLefler:
::chuckles about the workbees::

TO_Hawkes:
@MO:Yes, we are picking up signs of plant life.

Es`Shere:
CMO: Medical is your office.. I an respect you enough to let you do your job where you work.. I have no problems with that

CO_Grant:
OPS: LOst ? hmm are you sure ? did you program them to do anything?


CMO_Matt:
::smiles and nods as the turbolift stops, and he steps out into the corridor::

Ens_Sadok:
::gets info at station and tries to find planet match::

Es`Shere:
CMO: ::Steps out of the TL::  the Rio Coco is gone.. yes? :;gives the CMO a point blank stare::

CMO_Matt:
::starts to move down the corridor, evading her stare:: CNS: As far as I can tell, I'm not used to the activity applicable on the bridge.

TO_Hawkes:
@XO: Here is the info you wanted on us enter the... 'thing'. Coming up now.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Yes sir I did.  :;Turns around to face the CO::  I ordered Chief Lefler to send the bees into the Hole.  Why?  Because it closed after the Rio was sucked in.  At the time I felt that perhaps it would close again if something else went through.  If Starfleet doesn't like it, they can bill me!

Eng_Mac:
Computer: what did you find?

Es`Shere:
CMO: Well I suggest you do so. never hurts to know what is going on  ::voice trails away::

XO_Wall:
@::out of frustration begins feeling a loss of what to do, nothing seems to being going our way::

Eng_Mac:
<Computer> the Platte encountered a interspatial flexure

CO_Grant:
OPS: hopefully their sacrifice willnot be in vain and we will recover some data from them some how

CMO_Matt:
CNS: You're right, it doesn't, but I'm newly minted out of the Academy.  I'm sure it will take a little time getting used to, especially since I'm never there. ::smiles, and walks into sickbay::

MO_Lea:
@TO: ETA to the nearest planetoid?

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for spacial anomalies::

Eng_Mac:
Computer: what is it?

CO_Grant:
ops: and of course You wil be billed for them unless you can get some replacements ingeniously with minimal cost

Es`Shere:
CMO: Well staion yourself there and get your assistants to assit us that have small pains..

XO_Wall:
@TO: aye ::takes report on data, looks it over::

CO_Grant:
:: observes the ship leaving the asteroid field::

TO_Hawkes:
@MO: ETA five minutes.

CO_Grant:
dutyfco: eta to edge of asteroid field?

OPS_Lynam:
::Turns back to the panel, not happy.::

Eng_Mac:
<Computer> a interspatial flexure is a Wormhole-like phenomenon The interspatial flexure is very difficult to utilize, because it disapperears and re-appears at almost random locations

CMO_Matt:
::smiles:: CNS: That suits me well, but where would I sit?  As for you, ::points across the room:: take the biobed.

MO_Lea:
@::smiles, slightly:: TO: Thanks

CTO_Psion:
<DutyFCO> 5 minutes.

TO_Hawkes:
@MO: Yer welcome.

Eng_Mac:
*CO* I have some data on what the Rio Coco and the Platte encountered

CO_Grant:
dutyfco: acknowledged

Es`Shere:
::scoots up and almost hops on.. she is short and her feet do not touch the floor::

XO_Wall:
@::gets ready to enter orbit of one of the planets::

CMO_Matt:
::moves across the room and replaces the medkit with other equipment::

CEOLefler:
OPS: I'm working on the requisition forms now for the new bees. I figure since it's on your tab I'm getting the deluxe models, with the cup holders

CMO_Matt:
::moves to the side of the biobed, and pulls out the tricorder, starting the scan::

CO_Grant:
*ENGMAC*: go ahead

MO_Lea:
@::begins short range scans of the planet's surface::

CMO_Matt:
::looks up briefly:: CNS: You can lay down if you don't feel well.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Code Blue::

Es`Shere:
::sits still and watches him work:: CNS: I feel fine.. thank you

Eng_Mac:
*CO* well sir, it seems they encountered a interspatial flexure

XO_Wall:
@::enters Rio Coco into the planets atmosphere::

CO_Grant:
*ENGMAC*: fascinating but how can we use that ?

TO_Hawkes:
@::Braces for impact::

Eng_Mac:
*CO* it is like a worm hole, but more radical

CMO_Matt:
::his brow furrows, and he taps at the controls on the tricorder::

Eng_Mac:
*CO* hard telling when and where it might reappear

CO_Grant:
*ENGMAC*: IF you learn anything more share it with us

OPS_Lynam:
::Keeps looking for comm signals, also from the special badges::

MO_Lea:
@::relaxes for Impact::

Es`Shere:
CNS: Problem?  :;looks at his trycorder::

XO_Wall:
@TO: drop a beacon in orbit just in case the Delphyne somehow manages to find us so they no where we are at.

Eng_Mac:
*CO* aye sir

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Lie down. ::the easiness is gone from his voice::


TO_Hawkes:
@XO: Aye sir!  ::Preps beacon::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: It appears you have some electro-abrassions, but I'll need a deeper scan to be sure.

CTO_Psion:
::Walks over to sci::

TO_Hawkes:
@::drops beacon::

Es`Shere:
CMO: But I.. ::does it and grumbles a tad.. should have been scanned on the bridge::

MO_Lea:
@::Slows her breathing::

CO_Grant:
DUTYFCO: Bring us to full stop as soon as we exit the asteroid field

CTO_Psion:
SO:  Have you found anything unusual?

CMO_Matt:
::pulls down the controls, and starts a deep scan on the cranium::

Ens_Sadok:
CO: After reviewing the info from the Platte I have found that the reading from the holes opening and closing are different

CO_Grant:
TAC: see if you can help sci to track down that planet in the sensor data

XO_Wall:
@::continues on into deep into the atmosphere::

LtJg_Cray:
<DutyFCO>  Yes sir.

CMO_Matt:
CNS: What happened to you out there?  I thought I heard something about voices?

Es`Shere:
CMO: Electro what?  ::frowns::

TO_Hawkes:
@::Scans projected 'landing' site::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Abbrasions.

Eng_Mac:
Computer: tell me more about the asteroids

Es`Shere:
CMO: I heard voices.. well not heard.. felt... hard to explain  ::breaths deep::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: And it hurt?

CMO_Matt:
::hiding his look of concern::

CTO_Psion:
SO:  Let us cross reference the two readings.

CO_Grant:
SCI_SAD: interesting different sensor data before open and close , keep at it then

Ens_Sadok:
::Aye, sir

XO_Wall:
@TO: well were's our landing site? have it yet?

Ens_Sadok:
CTO: Aye sir

Ens_Sadok:
CO: Aye sir

CO_Grant:
ops: keep looking for a distress signal if it comes at a great distance

Es`Shere:
Opens her eyes.. deep sadness in them:: CMO: Yes .. it hurt

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I'm already on it.

TO_Hawkes:
@XO:There... ::tranferes co-ords to helm::

CMO_Matt:
::looks at her with deep concern::

MO_Lea:
::sees the planet surface speeding upward::

Ens_Sadok:
::cross reference readings and continues to check the information on the Platte::

XO_Wall:
@:: feeling frustrated and thoughts running trough his head is this it no more delphyne anymore will we ever see earth again?::

Es`Shere:
::closes her eyes:: CMO: I am fine..

LtJg_Cray:
<DutyFCO> CO:  All stop.

CMO_Matt:
::redirects the sensor cluster scan, and finishes off::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: You can sit up now.

CO_Grant:
dutyfco: acknowledged

CMO_Matt:
::pulls out hypospray::

TO_Hawkes:
@::I hope the force is 'strong' with us!::

XO_Wall:
@::receives coordinates and begins landing procedures and lands the Rio Coco::

Es`Shere:
CMO: It remind me.. of.   nothing.. ::looks away:: CMO: Yes it hurt.. I could hear their pain in  my head
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Ens_Sadok:
CO: There was a special displacement on the opposite end of the flexure

CTO_Psion:
::Sees the data pop up on the console::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: You had a minor electro-abbrasion here, ::touches the back of her head:: but it was only minor.

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Whatever caused it, I'm not sure.  But you'll be fine.

TO_Hawkes:
@::Wonders what SF emergency rations taste like::

XO_Wall:
@All: well we may be here awhile so lets prepare the best we can for now::

Es`Shere:
CMO: Alright. may I go?


CTO_Psion:
SO:  It would appear that there was a spacial fluctuation on the other end of the flexure.

Nicke_:
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